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IW-108

Multi-Purpose Screen Wash

General Description

IW-108 is a water soluble ink degradent. It is highly effective on plastisol,
multi-purpose (solvent based), poster, UV and vinyl inks.
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Advantages

Quick Tip:
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Low Odor
High Solvency
High Load Capacity To Reduce Usage
High Flash Point / Non-Flammable
Mesh Safe
Multiple Application

Applications
Always card excessive ink from screen. Use one of the following applications.
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Ink Wash-Out
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Sizes Available:
Quart

Gallon

4 x 4 Stainless Steel
Recirculating Booth
Recirculating Wash:

Card excessive ink from the screen.This product can be
continuously recirculated until product becomes too heavily
soiled with solids. Used product may be filtered and reused.

4 x 1 Gallon

5 Gallon Pail

55 Gallon Drum
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